Directions from Cape Town International Airport to Rosedene Lodge
Please note that Rosedene Lodge is really difficult to find; we therefore suggest that you print
out this page and make use of it!

1. Before starting off please reset your trip kilometer counter to “0”!
2. When leaving Cape Town International Airport please follow the signs N2 towards Cape Town.
Stay on the N2; after appr. 12.5 kilometers (you have the mountains right in front of you) the
N2 will split into N2 and M3. Please stay on the N2 and continue to follow the signs towards Cape
Town City.
After another appr. 1.2 kilometers the N2 will split again; please stay on one of the 3 right lanes
and follow the signs ‘Eastern Boulevard/Cape Town North/ CTICC/ Waterfront’ on
‘Nelson Mandela Boulevard’.
You will now see the City Centre in front of you and Table Bay with the harbour on your right
hand side.

3. After 16.6 kilometers you will come to the exit 1A - ‘Strand Street’ . Take this exit.
You will follow this road for exactly 4.5 kilometers!
The name of the street will change from ‘Strand Street’ to ‘High Level Road’ (it is still the same
street); it will lead you up a hill and you will find Signal Hill on your left hand side.

4. After exactly 4.5 kilometers (21.1 kilometers measured from the airport!) you have to turn
right into ‘Firmount Road’ (very small one way street).
Once you are in ‘Firmount Road’ please turn first left after only appr. 150 meters into ‘Bickley
Road’.
Once you are in ‘Bickley Road’ please turn first right into ‘Rosedene Road’ (after only appr. 50
meters).
We are the second property on the right hand side, no. 3!
If you get lost please do not hesitate to contact us on: 078-210 9886 or 021-439 70 37 and we
will ‘rescue’ you!

Your Rosedene Lodge Team
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